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SUMMARY 

This report presents the first phase study of the 

waste heat from Consolidated Edison Company of New York's 

Indian Point Nuclear Generating Station. Included is a 

review of the Hudson River hydraulic model, previous 

thermal plume studies, and existing near and far field 

thermal plume mathematical models. Results from the 

phase I field survey are discussed.  

The objective of this study is to ascertain the 

characteristics of the Indian Point Generating Station's 

thermal plume and to provide data for evaluating the pre

dictive capabilities of the physical and analytical hydro

thermal models, and indicate if any modifications are 

required in these models. In addition, the survey will 

enable a comparison to be made of the magnitude of the 

plume with the limitations of New York State thermal criteria.  

Details of the phase II and III field program, con

ducted by Dames & Moore, and planned for the spring and fall 

of 1974 are presented. The methodology whereby both the 

structure of the thermal plume and the data necessary to 

compute those parameters used in the predictive models are 

obtained is discussed.



I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

The results of this interim report represent the 

first phase of a hydrothermal study performed for the 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York Inc. (Con Edison) 

at their Indian Point Power Plant, Buchanan, New York.  

Authorization for this study was granted under an agreement 

between Con Edison and Dames and Moore (D&M) dated September 

5, 1973.  

Actual details and scope of the study were developed 

from an "Invitation for Proposal SC-3024" prepared by Con 

Edison, February 1, 1973, with modifications both during the 

contract negotiation period -and after a review of available 

data.  

B. Purpose 

The objective of the field measurement and analysis 

studies is to define the characteristics of the thermal 

plume of the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Station. The 

results of these studies will be used to show compliance with 

the applicable New York State Thermal Criteria, provide 

data for comparing the intensity and extent of the plume with 

the prediction of the physical and analytical hydrothermal models, 

and to predict how the thermal discharges from the Indian 

Point complex (units 1, 2 and 3) will compare with the thermal 

criteria.  

C. Scope 

The final scope of the study encompasses three phases.
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Phase 1. Familiarization with hydraulic and mathematical 

models and all previous field measurement techniques, 

and preliminary data acquisition in and. around the 

Indian Point vicinity. This phase has been completed 

and is presented in Sections II and IV.  

Phase 2&3. The two main field programs (excactly similar) are 

scheduled for the spring (phase 2) and fall 

(phase 3) of 1974. Both near and far field three 

dimensional temporal and spatial thermal plume 

measurements will be obtained. Salient river 

parameters and meteorological data will be measured 

for the duration of each survey. The details of 

the instrumentation and field procedures are in 

Sections III and V.
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II REVIEW

A review of the pertinent mathematical and physical models, 

field studies, and available hydrological data from the lower 

Hudson River was conducted during the first phase of this 

study. The review-started with a study of Con Edison's 

Environmental Reports, Hudson River Ecological Studies, 

the Testimony of John P. Lawler to the AEC Staff, the AEC Staff's 

Environmental Statements, testimonies presented by the staff, 

and an acquisition of Hudson River hydrological data from 

the U.S. Geological Survey, New York State Department of 

Environmental Conservation, NOAA, EPA, and the Army Corps of 

Engineers. A general survey of hydraulic modelstprevious 

field studies at other sites and mathematical models were con

ducted.  

The following will summarize the significant findings.  

1. Hydraulic Models 

To our knowledge there are in existence two large models 

of the Hudson River; one at the Vicksburg Experimental Station 

of the Army Corps of Engineers, the other at Alden Research 

Laboratories. The former model contains the Hudson from the 

Battery to Hyde Park, and has an unnatural bend, 900, at Peekskill 

in order to fit the model into the available space. Presently, 

:the model is being used to study the effect of tidal surges in 

the vicinity of Jamaica Bay.  

Several hydraulic models were constructed at the Alden 

Research Laboratories (ARL) exclusively for the hydrothermal
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studies of the Indian Point Stations. These 'include: (i) 

an undistorted scale 1/70 with prototype dimensions of 2000 

feet into the river and approximately 1000 feet upstream 

and downstream from the Indian Point (I.P.) intake, and (ii) a 

distorted model at ARL, scale 1/400 in the horizontal and 

1/80 in the vertical. The latter model runs from above the 

Bear Mountain bridge to Croton Point. Results from the ARL 

models are presented in the Environmental Reports for I.P. 2 

and I.P. 3.  

Thermal discharge studies at other hydraulic models include 

those conducted on the Delaware River Model (1/100 distortion) at 

Vicksburg, with thermal measurements made at Deepwater, Edystone, 

and Burlington.  

2o Field Studies at other sites 

There have been a large number of publications on labor

atory studies of diffusion of jets, from the classic study of 

Albertson et all, to recent studies of warm water jets by Jen 

2 3 
and Wiegel. Abramovich has a detailed summary in his textbook 

on jet-and thermal plume experiments and theory. A comprehensive 

field study of thermal jets and near field thermal plume measure

ments was performed by Argonne National Laboratory
4. Theycon

ducted simultaneous temperature and velocity measurements near 

the outfall of the Point Beach Nuclear Generating Station on Lake 

Michigan. During the initial measurements the location of the 

boat was established by transects located on shore. Later a 

Motorola Mini-Ranger with two shore based transponders was used 

to obtain boat position. At each station current and temperature meas

urements were taken at 2 ft intervals to a depth of 10 feet. A Bendix 

Q-15 current meter with YSI NO. 409 thermister attached was used 

to measure the current velocity and water temperature. The Point Beach
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Nuclear Power Plant discharges its heated effluent* about 150 fto 

offshore, through two discharge flumes. The flumes are 35 ft.  

wide, and the water in the flume is 13.5 ft. deep.  

In recent years there have been a number of far field thermal 

plume studies? The techniques used in these field programs vary 

from locating positions visually to electronic recording techniques.  

A summary of some of the more interesting studies follows: 

12 
The Army Corps of Engineers at Vicksburg has conducted field 

studies (1972) at three different power plant sites along the 

Delaware River, Deepwater, Edystone, and Burlington. Transects 

were conducted from the center of the river straight into shore.  

Temperatures were measured at the surface with thermistors and the 

position of the boats were determined visually, with an accuracy of 

+ 100 feet.  

The Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC) also conducted field:, 

surveys along the Delaware River. 1 3 A tethered line from the out

fall was used to locate position. Surface temperatures were 

continuously recorded at 100 foot radial intervals, to a maximum 

of 500 feet from each outfall.  

Argonne National Laboratories (ANL) have conducted far field 

thermal surveys in Lake Michigan4 , using a single boat with 

thermistor probes attached at various levels. The boat was 

navigated between known locations at a constant speed, assuming 

a straight line course, while sampling each probe at constant 

time intervals.  

. team of Oceanographers at Virginia Institute of Marine 

-Science (VIMS) have conducted a survey of the heat waste around 
6 

the nuclear power plant at Surry, Viginia, on the James River.
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The temperature, dew point, salinity, and surface depth were, 

electronically monitored and automatically recorded from a moving 

30 foot Chesapeake deadrise boat. The boat position was determined 

visually by moving between fixed towers or land marks.  

3. Mathematical Models 

In the last 4 to 5 years there have been a number of publications 

on predictive thermal plume models and the prediction of the salient 

physical parameters in this models. A review of several interesting 

mathematical models follows: 

(a) Plume Models 

Stolzenback and Harleman have developed a three-dimensional 

mathematical model that predicts the distribution of the temperature 

and velocity,with a complete determined jet structurefor the 

near-field region defined by the predominance of initial jet momentum 

resulting from a surface discharge. This model includes the effects 

of a sloping bottom, cross-flow at 900 to the jet, and bouyant 

convection. An integral analysis is used, assuming lateral, longi

tudinal and vertical similarity functions for the velocity and the 

temperature. The similarity functions used in this model are pre

sented in Abramovich's book on turbulent jets.  

Barry and Hoffman 9have developed a far field plume model by 

reducing a set of three dimensional differential equations of motion, 

continuity, and energy by ignoring second order effects. The eddy 

diffusivity is assumed to take a form similar to a Prandtls mixing 

length equation. The thermal boundary conditions used were a heat 

balance at the surface and a adiabatic condition at the bottom of 

the river. These equations were solved.by a finite difference 

approximation. A three dimensional set of finite kernals were 

used to develop an explicit solution,
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Sundaram, Easterbrook, Piech, and Rudinger have derived a two 

7 0 dimensional model. Their model is divided into three separate 

and distinct regions based upon vertical diffusion characteristics, 

In the first region the initial jet causes rapid vertical entrainment 

until its decaying velocity and increasing depth reach a critical 

condition at which the bulk Richardson number increases to critical 

of about 0.8. (RC0.08 in the first region). The bulk Richardson 

number, R, is defined as 

.. , .. . ..  *R .. C 

* where h = average plume depth 

V Jet velocity 

. average plume density 

a= ambinent density) 

In the second region the velocity approaches that of the ambient 

current, R > 0.8. R begins to fall, due to diminishing jet density 

until R = 0.8 at a distance X. The plume depth changes little in 

this region since there is no vertical entrainment. In the third 

region, beyond X, R continues to fall and vertical entrainment 

again takes place and the plume grows rapidly in this far field 

region. Sundarem et al, reduce the two dimensional equation of 

continuity, motion, and energy by considering the eddy diffusivity 

of momentum and heat to be equal and to take the form of Richardsoaa 

4/3 power law. Unfortunately, the models summarized have not been 

- sufficiently validated by prototype field data.



(b) Physical Parameters 

Thatcher and Harleman have developed a predictive for deter

mining the lonitudinal dispersion coefficient, E10 Their 

model is formulated in finite difference terms using the one

dimensional, tidal time, variable area equations of continuity, 

longitudinal momentum and conservation of salt. For given initial 

conditions, the solution of the set of compiled equations gives 

the instantaneous tidal motion and the longitudinal salinity 

distributions throughout any specified number of tidal periods.  

E is assumed to be proportional to the sum of the longitudinal 

gradient of the maximum salinity of the downstream boundary during 

flood tide and the Taylor dispersion coefficient, which is basically 

due to the non-uniformities in the velocity, i.e. a shear term.  

The constant K on the salinity gradient is proportional to the 

degree of stratification of the saline portion of the estuary. A 

correlation was formulated between K and a number of estuarine 

parameters; the length of the estuary L, the maximum velocity 

at the entrance Uo, the tidal prism Pt, the densimetric Froude, 

number F, the freshwater discharge Q, and the tidal period T.  

-Turning now to the evaluation of the surface heat exchange 

coefficient, the procedure most commonly employed uses a Fourier 

type heat equation with a heat balance across the surface of the 

water. The difficulty in evaluating the heat balance lies in 

computing the heat loss due to evaporation, He. Recently Ryan and 

Harlemanllproposed that the evaporative heat flux from the water 

:surface is analogous in behavior to the free convection heat 

transfer above a flat plat. Ryand and Harleman demonstrated that 

a good correlation exists between their theory and existing field 

and laboratory studies for meteorological data taken two meters 

above the water surface. Ryan and Harleman's report contains



an excellent review and bibliography of surface heat transfer 

publications.  

Engineers at Con Edison are presently using the results of 

the hydraulic model at Alden Research Laboratories and both near 

and far field mathematical models developed by Quirk, Lawler and 

Matusky Engineers (QLM). The output of the near field QLM 

jet model is jet velocity, size, temperature and dilution ratio.  

The surface average and area average temperatures can be determined 

from the QLM far field model.  

Upon completion of the field program, an analysis will be 

m ade between the results of the field survey and the predictions 

of the various models.



III INSTRUMENTATION AND METHOD OF AQUIRING FIELD DATA

Dames and Moore and Environmental Devices Corp. have developed 

a method to measure and record the physical characteristics of a 

thermal plume. In this Section both the instrumentation and 

techniques used to scan and record the thermal plume and record 

the necessary meteorological data are presented.  

A. Thermal Scanning System 

The objective of this thermal plume survey is to obtain an 

accurate synoptic three dimensional mapping of the plume from the 

exit portal down to the ambient temperature region of the river.  

Due to tidal variations in the Hudson river it is necessary to 

conduct the survey from moving boats, completing a scan in about 

45 minutes.  

The environmental measurement system is located on a boat 

which serves as a mobile measurement platform. This system will 

provide multi-depth temperature data with position accuracy im

possible to obtain by visual techniques (sitings by sextants, 

transits etc.) at distances greater than 1500 feet from land.  

A schematic of the field operation is shown in Figure 3-1. The 

survey craft will cris-cross the plume at a rate of speed of 

from 2-8 knots (Figure 3-1). The speed of the boat is varied 

according to the plume depth and size; that is, the boat will 

move at a slower rate in the near field and a faster rate in 

the far field. The main components of the data acquisition system 

are shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. The accuracy, calibration.  

and discription of all of the instrumentation used to measure and 

record data are presented at the end of this Section.
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YSI No. 409 thermistors (or their equivalent) will be used 

to measure the temperature at the surface and subsurface, Figure 3-2.  

The number and vertical spacing of the thermistors vary with the 

desired function of the field operation. The measured temperatures 

are monitored and recorded along with a digital display of the 

temperatures. The location of the boat is established by a 

Motorola Mini-Ranger with two shore based transponders used to 

obtain the boat's position to an accuracy of-ten'feet. The Mini 

Ranger (M.R.) has been proven to be an accurate and reliable method 

of determining position, and because of its multi range frequency 

band, the M.R. may be used in almost any region without interference 

by spurious signals.  

The M.R. generates a gating signal which is fed into the 

Endeco type ISG mag tape data logging system. Thus each time a 

position is determined, the gating signal allows the following 

parameters to be automatically recorded; temperature, time & 

position. The rate at which the MR can determine position is 

variable from once every 2 sec. to once every 60 sec., allowing 

for various rates of data acquisition. A complete data sample is 

taken every two seconds. Before recording, each data block is 

displayed on an eleven digit L.E.D. display on the handheld key

board entry module. This feature allows "real time" scanning of 

the entered data, identification of. the magnetic tape at the be

Sginning of each run, and permits periodic entry of meteorological data.  

The logging system features direct playback of data over 

telephone lines, or directcomputer entry at a 300 band rate 

(30 characters/sec). This permits daily verification of recorded 

tape data directly by the computer and allows a constant check on 

data quality without the time lag frequently encountered when ship

ping data conventionally. The system also provides the field crew
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with multi-depth isothermal computer plots and a listing of all of 

the meausred data. The data reduction system is shown in Figure 3-3.  

In conjunction with the magnetic recording system a high speed 

printer punches the field data on paper tape. The printer data can 

be scanned on board to optimize data gathering. A summary of a 

typical one day-one boat thermal scan is; five isotherm mappings 

each over a length greater than 4 miles (at an average boat speed 

of 6 knots) with temperature measurements taken at 20-30 feet 

intervals, Multi-depth isothermal computer plotted maps should be 

available within 24 hours of the field measurements. A-Dames & 

Moore field team has used this system and proven it to be both 

accurate -and reliable.  

B. Profiling 

Profiling transects will.be run periodically using prepositioned 

mooring buoys. Mapping. of the current, salinity, temperature and 

. depth will be determined at several vertical stations (Figure 3-4 Section IV).  

The salinity will be monitored by measuring the conductivity and temperature, 

and acquiring river samples for chemical analysis.  

" C. -Meteorological Measurements 

. Meteorological data will be monitored periodically (30-45 min.) 

from survey crafts. The following data will be measured two meters above 

the surface of the water: 

1) dry bulb temperature 

2) wet bulb temperature 

3) wind speed 

4) wind direction 

S"5) barometric pressure 

6). cloud cover 

7) air temperature
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A pyroheliometer located on shore will be used to obtain short 

wave solar radiation. The wind speed and direction will also be measured 

on shore. Instrumentation specifications are given at the end of this section.  

D. Data Analysis 

The raw thermal survey data consisting of the temperature at three 

predetermined depths,',the position and-thtime 011 '.be automatical1y recorded 

on 1/8" data. grade magnetic tape cassettes. The sampling rate can be adjustedl 

dependent on need from one complete data block every 2 sec., to once every 

60 sec. This enables optimum-data collection procedures to be implemented 

for both near and far field measurements. Along with the cassette recording 

system an on-line back up printer will provide "hard copy" of the recorded 

data, allowing instantaneous "spot" reviews of the data.  

At the conclusion of each day's survey the B.C.D. (Binary Coded 

Data) may be sent via standard ASK II coding tothe computing facility where 

it is fed into the memory for direct access. Using a portable field teletype 

(one needing only 115 Vac and a telephone) the data will be selectively 

analyzed from the dock site. This "on site" capability will serve to monitor 

-the data on a daily (or less) basis, and if necessary, make incremental 

changes in the survey to maximize the following days data collection effort.  

Examples of some field accessible software currently in use are; (1) find 

-the coordinates of the maximum or minimum temperatures recorded for the 

S .day; (2) selectively search various sectors of the* area surveyed; (3) list 

- the coordinates of those data between any two given temperatures. The last 

-programallows isotherms to be drawn quickly and accurately. Other programs 

of a more specialized nature will also e available.
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It should be noted that full computer usage can be made from the field, the 

only limitation is the amount of information which can be sent or received 

in a given amount of time. Currently the fastest transmission rate available 

is 300 band or 30 characters/sec for any portable teletype (Field TTY, 

figure 3-5).  

Upon completion of the field program, or concurrently, various types 

of data presentation can be prepared at the computer facility. These 

..incjude .cnmputerized listings of the raw data and listings converting the 

range data (position) to any chosen coordinate origin using any type of 

coordinate system e.g. cartesian, mercator, NY grid, etc. Isothermal plots 

will also be available from either a 30" or 12" Cal Comp incremental 

plotter. These plots include surface isotherms near the point of surfacing,.  

isotherms across several sections of the jet plume and full area multi-depth 

isotherms. In addition Various statistical analysis can be performed on the 

data. For convenience, various types of "offline" storage may be made 

available, including magnetic .tape (dec or reel), paper tape, or cards.  

Data from the fixed stations, current; direction/salinity & 

temperature is retrieved every month or at the end of the field survey.  

The data is automatically processed and placed in the memory of the 

computer. As with the mobil survey data,-various types of analysis and/or 

Cal Comp plots can be produced. Examples of these are temperature plotted 

on an hourly basis, vector component plots, progressive vector plots, and 

others. At the. completion of the analysis, data may be stored in a variety 

-of ways as described above.  
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E. Instrument Specifications 

The specifications of.the instruments used are as follows, 

* Temperature Profiling 

An Endico Type 133 digital thermometer provides a three 

digit display of temperature over the range of -30
0 C to 500 C 

with an accuracy of ±.2 0C and a resolution of 0.10 C.  

The temperature data is recorded on the magnetic tape data logging system.  

The Endeco 156 Magnetic tape data logging system also records the time and 

._,.pasfti.on .of the...temp-raure datum on .b.igh datagr.ade. magnetic tape, cassettes.  

Each cassette side is capable of holding 75000 characters in standard BCD 

format. Sampling rates for the data block are adjustable from every.2 sec to.  

every 60 sec., and can be triggered from an external source, in this case the 

Mini Ranger. A hand held keyboard containing a LED (Light Emiting Diode) • 

display can be used to either monitor the recorded data or enter information 

onto the tape. Typical coded input consist of the location, date, personnel, 

computer program, etc. The keyboard also allows recall of the magnetic 

tape for checks of data quality. .  

The logging system also features direc.. playback of data over tele 

• phone lines, or direct computer entry at 30 characters/sec. in standard 

ASK 1I format. The Motorala Mini-Ranger System (MRS) with shore based transponders 

-are used to obtain the boats position' .This system operates on the basic 

principle of pulse radar and uses a C-band transmitter unit (located on the 

mobile unit).to interrogate the two transponders. The elapsed time between 

the'tansmitted interrogation produced by the MRS transmitter and the reply 

received by the MRS from each transponder is used as the basis for dutermining 

the range .(in meters or yards) to each transponder. The ranger information, 

displayed by the MRS together with the known location of each transponder, can.  

be trilaterated to provide a position fix of the mobile unit, and as recorded 

.:by the log system.
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The standard MRS operates at line-of-sight ranges up to 20 nautical miles 

(approximately 37 kilometers) and, with appropriate calibration, the 

probably range measurement accuracy is better than 3 meters (10 feet).  

A unique coding system is employed in the MRS to minimize false range 

readings caused by radar interference. Selective transponder interrogation 

is also provided by'the MRS. The MRS is capable of interrogating the 

transponders with either a single pulse or coded pulses. The operating 

f~r-e~q,_nr.iLe~s .,of. .te US, an..be .,s~t.ta.~..the factory) .abnve or below the operating 

frequencies Of on-board radar systems. This eliminates possible interference 

with normal radar operation.  

In conjunction with the cassetterecording system a "backup" system 

consisting of a high speed digital printer will be available. The printer 

has. a print rate of 3 lines /sec. on either fanfolded or roll paper. This 

also-allows the additional capability of scanning the data while activity 

conducting the survey.  

Dry Bulb/Wet bulb Temperature 

The dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures will be obtained with a 

Bendix Psychron. This is a portable, electrically aspirated 

psychrometer designed for the determination of ambient temperature 

and atmospheric moisture. The instrument is readily adapted for 

use on boats where more complex instruments would not operate 

reliably.  

Range + 10OF to + 100°F 
Graduations lOF 
Numbering 10°F increments 
Scale-length 6" (approx.) 
Minimum Readable 0.20F 
Accuracy 
Individual 0.3°F 
Matched Pair 0.20F (+15 0F to 900F) 

O.30F (+1O°F to +150F) 
NO 0F to +100 0F)
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Climatronics Wind Mark III System 

Wind speed is sensed by a stainless steel three-cup anemometer, 

and converted to an electrical signal by a photo chopper, which uses a 

solid state light source for maximum reliability. Wind direction is sensed by 

a counterbalanced wind vane, coupled to a precision potentiometer. Both 

wind speed and wind direction transmitters use stainless steel precision 

ball bearings for maximum life and low threshold.  

Wind speed and wind direction are recorded on a dual channel recorder 

with a recording width of 2-5/16" per channel. Recorder can be operated 

in the tear-off mode, as shown, or in the re-roll mode. Power reouired is 

115 V, 60 cycles. Battery operation is also available.  

Sensor: + .25 mph or 1.5% 
WIND SPEED: ACCURACY: System: + .5 mph or 2% . ...  

RANGE: 0 -50 & 0-Too mph 
DISTANCE CONSTANT: 8 feet max.  
THRESHOLD: 0.75 mph max.  

WIND DIRECTION: 
ACCURACY: + 2% System, + 1.50 Sensor 
RANGE:- 16-3600 mech., O-3500 elect.  
DISTANCE CONSTANT: 8 feet max.  
DAMPING RATIO: 04-0.6 
THRESHOLD: 0.75 mph max.  

Wind Speed (Boat) 

The wind speed over the river will be measured with a 

Delta-Werke hand anemometer. This is a high quality hand held 

instrument using a balanced 3 cup rotor and a magnetic drag 

-mechanism.

ACCURACY: 
RANGE: 
THRESHOLD:

+ 3% 
- 60 mph 

2.4 mph (I m/sec)
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Atmospheric Pressure 

Atmospheric pressure will be obtained with a Portable 

Barograph. This instrument features a multiple diaphram movement, 

is compensated for temperature, and has a seven day recording chart.  

The instrument is rugged and is acceptable for use in marine 

environments.  

Solar Radiation 

Fritschen Net Radiometer; which is moisture shielded and 

temperature compensated. Windows are made of polyethelene, hemi

spherically shapped to protect the instrument from wind and pre

cipitation. The transducer consists of a 22 junction manganin

constatan temperature-compensated (10/500C) thermopile.  

I It can be used to measure net radiation, or total incoming radiationonly.  

. A pressurization system that pumps dry air into the instrument is included.  

Specifications 

.-.* Sensitivity 0.3 to 60 microns . . . .* ".  
. Time Constant 12 sec . .. '.. .  

Out3put 3.5 mu/cal/cm -min 

S.Solar Radiation Recorder -

* This is a 7" wide strip chart recorder for use with the Fritschen 

Net Radiometer. The recorder incorporates an integrator which supplies 

pulse outputs in the form of contact closures. The count rate is 12,000 

counts per hour. Two six digit electro mechanical.counters are used for 

totaling the counts.  

S-ky Cover 

Sky cover will be visually observed and translated in terms of.  

- standard weather bureau criteria, i.e. clear, scattered, broken and overcast, 

by an experienced weather observer.  

-The following definitions apply: .  

* Clear Less than 1/2 sky cover 
-Scattered 1/8 thru 4/8 sky cover 

"* Broken 5/8 thru 7/8 sky cover - .*: .  
..Overcast More than .7/8 sky cover . . .... .  
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.Figure3-1 Schematic of Thermal Scanning
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Figure 3-4. Vertical Profiling 
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Figure. 3-5. Data'Reduction System
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IV RSLSOF FIELD SURVEY 

The initial field survey (phase 1) was conducted at the 

W Indian Point site during the week of September 17, 1973. The 

survey began 10 days after receipt of a letter of intent from 

Con Edison authorizing Dames and Moore to proceed with'the 

proposed Thermal Study. This accelerated schedule, to commence 

the field program as soon as possible, was requested by Con Edison 

in order to support on-going internal studies.  

The objective of this first phase of the field program was 

to develop the methodology required for the second and third 

phase thermal survey and-to assess ambient river conditions as a 

prelude to an intensive October or November survey. All units 

were shut down during the suvey period, except for Indian Point 

#2 which was building up to 50% load on the final day. Results 

* from this survey are therefore not appropriate for the verification 

of models. Rather, the importance of this field effort lay in 

the exercise of field instrumentation and the evaluation of ambient 

river conditions during a low load situati~n.  

Much of the field time was spent in debugging and evaluating 

survey equipment. Because of the short time for mobilization 

(decreasing the pre-survey mobilization from 60 days to 10 days), 

much of the equipment test and calibration work normally required 

for complex electronic systems had to be performed on the site.  

This had the. advantage of providing real conditions for evaluating 

of data collection equipment, but limited the amount of data that 

could be collected in a programmed field period. Nevertheless, 

* Difficulties in attaining steady state operation precluded conducting 

phase 2 of the survey in the fall of 1973; this phase was-postpofled 
to the spring of 1974, with phase 3 to occur in the fall of 1974.
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data were collected which satisfied all objectives, giving a high 

level of confidence in survey instrumentation, and providing valuable 

data for the design of subsequent major field programs.  

Three distinct instrument systems were designed for the Indian Point 

surveys and were exercised during the phase one field program. These systems 

are; the Thermal Scanning system, the Vertical profiling system, and the Fixed 

Stations. All systems except the fixed stations were designed for operation from 

platform a moving platform. In the field studies described herein,.the survey/ 

used was a 24 ft. inboard outboard craft capable of 30 + knot operation. It 

its anticipated that in future survey work, at least one of the survey boats 

will be this or a similar craft. In the fth. e.ftr-ee.;z_.urey 

systems employed will be described and the results assessed.  

Thermal Scanning System 

The thermal scanning system is designed for continuous scanning of 

temperatures at three depths. Thermistors are arrayed on a faired cable with a 

.-finned depressor at the bottom. Thermistor spacing is variable from 1 foot to 
approximately 5 feet. For the phase I survey, thermistor depths of surface, 

3.feet and 6 feet were selected.  

Thermistors are connected directly to Endeco digital thermometers, 

which provide a display of all temperatures read. The temperature signals are 

also feed to'a magnetic tape recorder, where they are combined with boat position, 

meteorological data and indexing information.  

In theory of operation, a survey craft engaged in thermal scanning 

traverses the thermal plume on a regular grid pattern. Grid spacing is selected 

-as a function of plume size, boat velocity and time constraints. Water temperature 

at three depths is sampled periodically and recorded, with the appropriate boat 

.position readings, on magnetic tape. Sampli.ng interval is variable, from 2 teconds 

to'about 10 seconds.  
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in the Phase I field studies, thermal scanning was conducted on the 

river for two days before Indian Point.2 came on the. line. These surveys showed 

the river to be nearly isothermal, with variations of no more than .30C 

.between Bear. Mountain and Verplank. Some influence from .Orange and Rockland's 

Lovett plant was noted, but since the plant was at a very low level of 

operation, data wer' collected, but not preserved.  

On the final day of operation, Indian Point unit #2 came on the line 

and began building up to 50% power. The thermal plume- was scanned at 0, 3, and 

6 feet for approximately hour before and 15 minutes after ebb slack tide. Grid 

spacing was approximately 200 x 200 feet (smaller close to the discharge portals 

and larger as thE, survey boat moved away from the discharge). Isothermal plots 

resulting from this survey are shown in Figures 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3. Repair work 

was being conducted on the discharge structure, hence the gates were 

not in their normal mode of operation, but fully opened.  

The extent of the plume varies significantly with depth. Maximum 

excursion of the 20 F isotherm is 2600 feet downstream on the surface (figure 4-1), 

1800 feet at the 3 foot depth (figure 4-2)-and 900 feet at the 6.foot depth 

(figure 4-3). This apparent thin layering of the surface plume supported the plan f&: 

relatively shallow spacing of the thermistors in the far field, but suggested that 

in the near field scans at greater depths will be required.  

General results from the scanning operation verified the. utility and 

accuracy of-measurement and data collection systems. Our conclusions may be 

summarized as follow: 

a.. The scanning system is suitable and ready for full survey 

operations.  

-b. Thermistor depth spacing can. be 0, 3, 6 ft. in the farfield 

(2000 +). In the near field, scans at greater depths will 

berequired.  
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co The entire plume scanning operation can be performed 

for a given stage of the tidal cycle within 45 minutes, 

and can possibly be refined to 30 minutes.' 

d. The following thermistor accuracies can be reasonably 

expected temperature + 0.30F 

Depth + 0.5 ft.  

Horizontal Position + 10 ft.  

The termistor will be calibrated against a reversing 

thermometer with an accuracy of + O.10F. The 

reversing thermometer will also be used periodically 

during the field survey as a check on the thermistor 

reading. Using this technique the accuracy of the 

temperature reading may be improved to be less than 

+ 0.3OF. In any event, it is impossible to conduct a 

large thermal survey and obtain accurancies of much..  

less + 6.30 F with available diagnotic techniques.  

e. The proposed thermal scan survey can be performed as 

s.peci fi ed.  

Vertical Profiling System 

Computation of total flow, net non tidal flow, salinity gradient and 

ambient temperature require measurements to be made along a two dimensional 

transect , normal to the axis of river flow. To perform these measurements 

a system to measure temperature, conductivity,.current and depth from a single 

instrument string was prepared. Because the current meter requires a relatively 

long period of time to orient and stabilize after movement (30 seconds 

approximately) it was determined that manual operation and visual readout of 

the profiling system was adequate for profillig operations.
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The procedure used in measurement of a transect was to: 

a) anchor the survey boat at equally spaced points along 

a given transect.  

b) Lower the instrument string into the water alongside the 

boat.  

c) Take surface readings at a distance from the boat 

sufficient to be free from boat effects. 

d) Lower the string at 10 or 20 foot intervals (as a function 

of bottom depth) pausing at each depth for stabilization and 

readings.  

e) Retrieve string and move'to next station.  

In actual operation the limiting factor was found to be the time 

required to position, anchor, and haul anchor upon completion of the station.  

A five station transect was completed in 30 minutes using this technique, 

somewhat longer than is desired to optimum synopticity. For future survey work, 

anchors with surface.buoys will be placed at survey points along the transect.  

This should reduce-operating time to approximately 20 minutes for a 6 point transect..  

In the phase 1 survey, transects to determine ambient conditions 

..... .t--e d. ra P~stbthe.Jmn.die n..Pnt Plant (Ffgure 5-3 

sections AA and XX).  

Temperature, current and conductivity were measured at 20 discrete

points across section AA, (Algures 4-4, -4-5, 4-6) and temperature was measured 

at 6 points at the Bear Mountain Bridge, (Figure 4-7).  

The temperature profile at AA (Figure 4-4) shows no more tharn a 

.20 Centigrade.variation across the river vertically .or horizontally. Similarly 

the Bear Mountain profile shows an isothermal column, indicating that during 

ebb conditions the river ii apparently well mixed. Both cross-sectipns (Figures
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4-4 and 4-7 indicate a small increase of temperature with 
depth; 

the lower surface temperatue may be due to surface cooling 

(air temperature (530F) less than water temperature) and/or the 

presence of a cooler upstream freshwater flow.  

The AA current profile (Figure ,-5) shows an average velocity of aboi.t 

:.6 knots, with a maximum of 1.15 knots near the surface or the SW side and a rMi i-.' 

near the bottom on the NE side. Current measurements similar to those shown in 

figure 4-5 will be conducted at all stages of the tidal cycle during major field 

.operations. The results of these measurements will provide data-for computation 

of t4dal flow, and net non-tidal flow.  

The conductivity profile (figure 4-6) shows increasing salinity 

with depth, with a wedge of Sresher water extending deep on the 
SW side of the 

river. This wedge of lower salinity water correlates with the high velocity 

section on the current profile, indicating that thehigher 
velocity water is



. composed of a higher proportion of fresher, upstream water. Conductivity 
measurements were not convertedto salinity because of the ambiguity which 
is likely from the lower salinity brackish water. The conductivity instrument 
used,. like most such instruments is designed and calibrated for use in normal 
ocean water (12-36 parts per thousand). The lower salinity range of Hudson river 
-water, along with the presence of suspended solids, and varying compositions 

of inorganic salts may lead to false readings. In the phase II and Ill field 
-

.waterhcrnJ. 
y, *11

.parwgrams z tz7 , i.tywaye> .an-d-i-nrstruments calibrated to reflect true salinity values. This procedure was beyond the scope of the phase I work, 
however, and was deferred. .. .. :. .  

.Fixed 'Stations 
-:.: ~ 

...... Correlation of data during and between survey periods is possible 
only if.continuous measurements are obtained from sensors mounted at fixed 
stations. Two types of sensor package were selected for evaluation in.the phase I Sr--"sryey;. Temperature! Current, and Temperature! Depth (for measuring tidal 

-fluctuations.)7 
:'. 

- -.-. " "o Temperature/Depth sensors wre installed on section -A,one 

-each bank (out of the 
-'vi on

* . < . $ : - > ~ .. n a v i a t i o a n e s ) . - j --~~. 
.  : ' -; i " : - -- .: .- " T e d a t a o b t a i n e d f r o m t h e s e f i x e d s t a t i n s f o r t h e e d o f 

- September, 1973 are shown in figures 4-8, 4-9 and 4-10, These fixed stations -----.:-were in-.operation from a t ep~mber "thro late Sep M hough December 17, 1973. Data are 
retrieved every month or at the end of a survey period. The data are then 

..automatically plotted by a computer, figures 4-8, 4-9 and 4-10. These. figuresare 
..-:.Only .samples of typical plots. D& M has similar plots in its hydraulic library 
forthe remainder of 1973. Figure 4-8 shows a plot of the temperature from 
.,September-26 (day 269) to October 5 (day 278). 
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Station RN is the east station.and DM is the west station.  

A gradual cooling of the Vater is noted from September toOctober.  

The .large variations in the temperature may be identified with fluctuations in 

the tidal cycle, Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show the speed and direction of current 

at the east (N) and west stations (DM). During the ebb tide the current magnitude 

at the west station DM is larger then the current magnitude at the east shore RN.  

The current at RN is larger that thel current at DI during flood tides. This data 

is consistent with theory and with the model studies conducted at Alden Laboratories 

Two Tide/Temperature stations were installed at locations approximatel 

I mile Northwest and I mile southeast of the generating station. These stations 

operated continuoisly during the September-December period with the exception of 

the southern stations. This station was out of comi ssion for approximately 1 week 

in October after being sunk by a passing vessel. Data from these stations have 

been reduced only as necessary for verification of instrument function, but are 

not presented as they are not needed for correlation purposes.  
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FIGURE 4-1
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FIGURE 4-4 

TEMPERATURE PROFILE ( 0C)
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FIGURE 4,5 

CURRENT PROFILE (Knots)...
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FIGURE 4-6

CONDUCTIVITY PROFILE (mhos x i0-3) 
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FIGURE 4-' 

TEMPERATURE PROFILE - BEAR MOUNTAIN BRIDGE 
SEPTEMBER 21, 1.73 -- EBB TIDE (°C)
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V PHASE II AND III FIELD PROGRAM

The objective of the phase II and phase III field program 

is to obtain accurate, synoptic three dimensional near and far 

field mappings of the thermal plume resulting from the heated 

effluent of the IndianPoint power plant discharge. The 

results will be used for comparison between field data and 

model predictions.  

In addition to the thermal measurements, meteorological 

data will be obtained to estimate the surface heat coefficient 

K. The salinity data necessary for computation of the dispersion 

coefficient, E, will also be obtained at a number of cross 

sections. Velocity profiles, temperature and salinity will 

also be measured at different cross sections over a-tidal cycle 

to determine the effects of net non tidal flow.  

Dames and Moore's phase II & III program is designed to 

measure all of the necessary meteorological and river parameters 

concurrently, accomplishing the near and far field thermal 

mapping in about 45 minutes0  Measurements will be made during 

several tidal cycles in both the spring (phase II) and fall 

S (phase III) of 1974. These surveys will be conducted from three 

boats by mapping the plume at at least three depths and will 

.obtain approximately 7000 data points per survey. There will 

..be a minimum of 4 surveys per tidal cycle.  

'Each phase of the field program will consist of an approximate 

S 10 day field period. This period will be extended if there 

are more than two days of bad weather so that mappings of the 

thermal plume can be constructed for at least 3, distinct and 

.complete tidal cycles.



~....- . f,.4o -jjy .. h.,~e4~. Wo.. .- ~-ciod~ -4 s..'fei4ows: 
Day 1 - Mobilization 

Day 2 - Current and salinity survey.  

Day 3- Far field thermal survey and net non-tidal'profiling.  

Day 4 - Far field thermal survey and a near field correlation.  

Day S - Far field thermal survey and salinity gradients.  
Days 6 & 7 7 Near field thermal survey and far field thermal scan.  
Days 8 & 9 - Days provided for bad weather or-rerun oinonsitn aa 

-Day 10 - Demobilization .: ... 

The-details of each day's. field operations with.typical navigation 
patterns and time schedules are given in the remainderof this section. These 
patterns and time schedules may change if necessary due to a better understanding 

.of plume, behavior and/or extreme meterological conditions. 

.IDAY.1.- 

-MOBILIZATION 
The first day of field operations will be used as a period of mobili

zation. The field team will assemble at the plant site. Adjustments, calibration 
and positioning of all instruments will be performed during this period. The field 
team will also position all necessary buoys, markers, and fixed stations.  
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.Instrumentation will then be checked under actual field operating conditions 

Personnel equipment familiarization will be rechecked. 

DAY 2 CURRENT SURVEY 

Measurements conducted on the Indian Point 

model indicate that currents near the east shore in the 

Indian Point vicinity either leads or lags (depending 

on the tidal cycle) the current measured (velocity & directions) in the center 

of the river. An accurate determination of the current pattern along the east 

.- shore is. oda.si.rable _.t trace .the thermal.,pl.urae .with.the highest degree_.of ,accuracy.  

If the. near shore were to lead or lag the current at the center of the river by 15 

minutes, it is conceivable that a thermal scan conducted from boats may miss 

the maximum excursion of the plume during one of the critical phases of the tide.  

-The current survey will therefore be conducted from three boats recording 

- current, temperature, and salinity simultaneously. The temperature data will 

serve as a guide to the in-depth thermal plume survey scheduled for days 3-7., 

Two of the boats (A and B) will locate their position electronically, the third 

boat will use visual techniques. Buoys will be placed at as many stations as 

practical. The location of each buoy will be determined by Mini Ranger. Each 

boat will run predetermined transects as shown in-Figure 5-1 .(from high to low 

water slack) and figure 5-2 (from low to high water slack). At each location 

marked by an.X on the figures 5-1 and 5-2, the current, temperature, and salinity 

will be measured at six depths. From the September 1973 thermal survey conducted 

by D&M at the Indian Point vicinity, it is possible to conduct vertical 

profiling at 5 to 6 different locations (depending on the spacing of each.  

location) in less than 45'minutes. The determination of the pattern of the 

vertical profile ( 'Figures 5-1 & 5-2) is based on an analysis of Alden reports 

SI..P. scans, and D&M's Sept. 1973 experience in the
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Indian Point vicinity.  

A new survey will be conducted every hour over a.complete tidal 

cycle resulting in a minimum of 13 different surveys. Six or seven of these 

surveys will be run in a pattern shown in figure 5-1, and 6 cr 7 shown in 

. figure 5-2. Each survey will consist of vertical profiling at the 16 locations 

* shown in figures 51 or 5-2. D&M will also install fixed stations at section 

AA & YY (figure 5-S) that will record current continuously during the 

duration of the survey.  

DAY 3 - FAR FIELD AND NET NON TIDAL PROFILES -.- 

Four far -field thermal plume mapping surveys will be conducted on the 

......third day of field operations. River temperatures will- be measured at three 

-different depths (surface, 3, and 6 feet below the surface) from boats A and B.  

-These boats will be movi ng at 6 to 7 knots in predetermined patterns shown in 

figures 5-4, 5-5, and 5-6. These patterns' may vary. due to meterological conditions 

- a/or to increased knowledge about the structure of the plume. The third boat 

-i ll be running current,lsalinity, and temperature' transects: at section BB every 

-hour .for a complete tidal cycle (total of 3 transects). Each transect wil 
t..- ake- less than 40 minutes. he transect operation will:consist:of running " 

' "-----vertical profiles (6 'depths per profile) at 6different stations equally spaced

along.section BB. Simul taneously , boat-A Wil l.. run eight similar transects at 

' --: -section AA( refer to table 1 for - the: t me  schedul"" Boat B will also conduct 
-transects at section.XX.or 'YY, figure 5-3 .(depending on the tidal phase), during 

.the same time periods that boat A will occupy. section AA refer to table.  
.-. ',These transects will serve three functions (-, BB, YY, XX);"first, thedata 

.:Obtained will be used to compute net non tidal profiles (with particular emphasis 
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on section BB) at three sectionsof the river, spaced 10 miles apart, secod, 

salinity gradients will be obtained over a tidal cycle (determination of E), 

-and third the cross sections will serve as ambient data before and after each sur,, 

The~time schedule for each survey for boats A and B is given in table 1.  

Patterns for each survey are given in figures 5-4 to 5-6. These patterns 

were based on previous prototype and model data of the Indian Point vicinity, 

and D& Septemiber 1973 survey as previously stated; these patte.rns remain 

flexible and will be altered if necessary. Current, temperature, salinity and 

depth measurements will be recorded continuously at fixed stations across section 

YY, AA, and XX (figure 5-3 and table 1) for the duration of the survey.  

-DAY 4'- FAR FIELD WITH NEAR F IE LD CORRELATION =

. ..- During day 4 a far-field thermal mapping of the: plume will-be conducted 

.. .Over a complete tidal cycle. Boat (C). will run continuous thermal scans across 
* :i. *:.L ..-:section BB every 15 minutes at three depths (surface, 3, and 6.feet)overa 

(49tio tB an, Andt"- t)Tvers 
-_complete tidal cycle-49 different scans are necessary because 

the. 4F isotherm may have its maximum excursion across theriver in the vicinity 
: '~~~ - __._ -. m_. -.'x u s o r s h iv~ ,.n t e ic n 

of section BB. .-~ ~-'~:' ~ 

It-.is - only necessary to run -one current transect ect ion AA • 

approximately 40 minute prior to the-start of the first thermal mapping) since 
.. '- the velocity pattern has been established fro, the second and third daysurvey

- -. The- fiel d schedule for boats A and B are similar to the daye3 schedul e withthe 

__ .:.-- exception of temperature.- salinity transects run at section XX and YY before each 

mapping and the near field scans run at the end of each mapping(' ifer to table 2 

-. and figures 5-4 to 5-:. Although the near field is run after-the far'field : 

• .. .measurement, reasonable correlation is expected because the near field does not 

" have large variations over a 45 minute period (this will be verified) .  
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DAY 5 - FAR FIELD '& SALINITY GRADIENT 

Far field thermal scans and salinity gradients will be measured on the 

fifth day of field operations. Boat C will run a temperature and salinity survey

.every 30 minutes over a complete tidal cycle (25 transects) at section BB.  

At the start of the fifth day field operations., boat B will run a current survey 

-at station A to determine a reference point on the tidal cycle. Besides the 

thermal plume measurements, boats A and B will rin 12 salinity-temperature transects 

simul'taneously with boat C. From the salinity data obtained from the boat and 

the fixed stations, a salinity gradient will be obtained to determine E. Refer 

to table III for a time schedule of the field operations and figures'5-4 to 5-6 

. for the field patterns to be run.  ........ • ........ .................. .. .. ...  

DAY 6 AND 7-NEAR-FIELD - ".." .. . + - . .  

. On the sixth and seven'th day of field operations an intensive study of 

' the near field will be conducted over a complete tidal cycle (figure 5-8),.. Figure 

is a typical -pattern. .This pattern may be skewed downstream during ebb and 

upstream during flood. At the beginning -of each boat B will run a current and.  

ambient temperature transect at section AA. :Then boats A and B will run a thermal 
mapping of the.. near .field at. 12 different depths. Boat B wil.break off from the 

near field after 25 minutes to run a far field thermal. scan (fig 5-9). Fi 

.-.5-9, is a typical pattern -for ebb; during flood this run. upstream .  

. .. e.to greater depths and steep thermal gradients in the near field, boat A will 

be.moving at less than 2 knots and boat B at less than 5 knots (boat B will, run' 

• ... between 6-8 knots in the. far field)". . " - - .' . -

Il ..Boat (C) will be conducting a mapping of the jet Velocity close to the 

-o.utet ports. To obtain a detailed mapping of the velocity patterns and surface 

hot spbts it will take boat C approxinately one hour to conduct the current 
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survey. Since this inshore pattern is dominated by the initial jet momentum, its 

thermal structure and velocity profile will not have large variations over a one 

hour period. The effect of different gate configurations/discharge 

velocities on the near field pattern will be investigated.  

The .ti.me schedule for the near field operation is given in table 4, and 

the field patterns are shown in. figures 5-8 and 5-9. The hydraulic model studdes 

*and D&M Sept. 1973.thermal survey at Indian Point were used as a guide for the 

determination of these patterns.  

DAY 8 ANiD 9 - BAD WEATHER DAYS 

The eighth and nineth day. will be used as bad weather days (i.e. if 

any bf days 2-7 are rained out) or if reruns of measurements prove to be 

necessary. D&M has a 24 hour turn around time for the field measurements, i.e.  

* data collected o:1 day 2 will be returned to the field with multizdepth thermal.  

contour drawings on day 3. If all of the data recorded during days 2-7 are 

consistant and the meterological conditions are ideal days 8 and 9 may be used 

to-rerun near and far field thermal plume meaturements.  

DAY 10 DEMOBILIZATION 

Day1 will be used to demobilize and if necessary, extra field data 

will be taken in case two bad weather days are not enough (days 8 and 9).  

During the near and the far field surveys, days 3-7, meteorological data will be 

measured approximately every 30 minutes.. The wet and dry bulb temperatures, wind 

speed and direction and the barametric pressure will be measured two meters above 

the water surface:on boat (A) while short wave radiation will be recorded 

continuously on shore.  

The intake and discharge temperatures will also be periodically recorded 

iith standard reverting thermometers for the duration of the survey .. .
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INFRARED IMAGERY 

This facet of the program is designed to collect auantitative 

infrared data over the Hudson River (in the vicinity of 

the Indian Point Plant) during major phases of the tidal period on one of 

the far field survey days. The actual times of data collection will be 

tentatively determined during mission planning subject to refinement at 

the actual start of the program.  

The preliminary flight plans have been designed to meet the objectives 

of minimum flight altitude and completion of each survey within the 

shortest possible time in order to record near synoptic views of the temperature 

distribution over the entire site. This will be accomplished by flying 

-single flight lines along the-axis of the river at an altitude of approxiv.ately 

.5200'.. This will provide approximately 8300' of surface coverage which is 

more than adequate for bank-to-bank coverage in this area. Due to meanders 

In the Hudson in this area, it will be necessary to fly the line in 3 segments.  

However, it will be possible to collect the entire coverage in approximately 

10 minutes during each sortie.  

The flight parameters have been selected to permit the acquisition 

of data suitable for the extraction of lOF isotherm maps.  

The number of ground truth temperature measurements required to 

accomplish accurate isotherm mapping is dependent upon on-site 
variation in atmospheric conditions and the range of 

absolute temperatures.  

Dames and Moore has evaluated each of the factors over 

the. Indian Point site and believes that the planned surface 

program water surface temperature measurements will provide 

adequate ground truth.  

• . . . , : - • .i ';' ; . . : " V -. .B "



It is believed that surface measurements in the vicinity 

of the Indian Point plant which cover the warmest discharae waters 

as well as the'near ambient condition near the plant will suffice for 

the entire river reach. All airborrmeasurements will be made within 

a 10 minute period during each sortie; each line will include a portion 

of the water area immediately adjacent to the plant where surface crews 

will be operating. Therefore, ground truth will be available for each 

line.  

A comprehensive final report on the program will 

document all field procedures, instrument characteristics 

and calibration, sources and uses of field measurements, data processing 

-procedures and results. The report will also include all isotherm maps 

prepared on each survey. The maps will include plotted locations and 

values of all ground truth used in data reduction so that map accuracy 

may be determined.  

DYE STUDY .

As part of the near field program, dye studies will be 

conducted to complement the temperature studies in defining cooling_ 

water direct recirculation.The Turner model-M fluorometer or a similar 

Instrument will be used. The dye concentrations and quantities required 

can be estimated in the following manner.  

Assuming that the minimum detectable portion of the thermal 

plume is the lOF isotherm (limited by the uncertainty in ambient river 

temperatures), corresponding approximately to a 15:1 dilution of the heated 

discharge, and that a concentration of 3 parts per billion (ppb) is desired, 

the concentration of dye in the effluent should then be approximately 45 ppb.  

. , - ..



At a flow rate of 2600 cfs, this requires the introduction of 26 lb of 

dye per hour. The dye should be added at a carefully uniform rate in 

the circulating water-system, .to assure thorough mixing in the cooling 

.water. .Dye measurements at the intake will yield information on direct 

.recirculation of cooling water.  

p
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TABLE 1 (DAY 3)

HWS Ebb 

5:00 8:00

5:35 

5:45 

6:20 

6:30

8:35 

8:45 

9:20 

9:30

Hours 

Flood 

2:00 

2:35 

2:45 

3:20 

3:30 

4:05

Locations of Boat A 
and 

LWS Measurements 

11:00 Start current, temp salinty 
at AA 

11:35 end 

11:45 Start thermal mapping 

12:20 end 

12:30 Start current temp. salinty 

13:05 end

Location of Boat B 
and 

Measurements 

*Start current temp, salinty 

at XX 

end 

Start thermal mapping 

end 

Start current temp, salinty 
at XX 

end

The hours refer to a lunar day figure 7, 

navigation patterns for flood, slack and

refer to figures 4,5 and 

ebb tides.

6 for the

*For the flood tide section YY will replace section XX.  

HWS = High Water Slack 

LWS = Low Water Slack

V-I1
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TABLE 2 (DAY 4)

Locations of Boat A 
and 

HWS Ebb LWS Measurements

5:15 8:15 11:15 Start salinty, temp 
.YY

Location of Boat B 
'* and 

Measurements 

Current, temp, salinty at 

at *Start salinty, temp at XX

end 

Start thermal mapping 

end 

Near field scan 

end

* end.  

Start thermal m 

end 

Near field scan 

end-

apping

The hours refer to a lunar day 

navigation patterns for flood, 

S*For the flood tide section YY 

HWS= High Water Slack 

LWS = Low Water Slack

figure 7, refer to figures 

slack and ebb tides.  

will replace section XX.

4,5 and 6*for the

V-12

Hours 

Fl ood 

1:35 

2:15

2:35 

2;45 

3:20 

3:30 

3:50

5:35 

5:45 

6:20 

6:30 

6:30

8:35 

8:45 

9:20 

9:30 

9:50

11:35 

11:45 

12:20 

12:30 

12:50



TABLE 3 (DAY 5)

Hours 

Flood" 

1:35 

2:15 

2:35 

2:45 

3:20 

3:30 

3:50 

4:00 

4:20

H1WS

5:15 

5:35 

5-:45 

6:20 

6:30 

6:50 

7:00 

7:20

Location of Boat A 
- . and 

Ebb LWS Measurements

8:15 

8:35 

8:45 

9:20 

9:30 

9:50 

10:00 

10:20

11:15 

11:35 

11:45 

12:20 

12:30 

12:50 

13:00 

13:20

Start 

end 

Start 

end 

Start 

end 

Start 

end

temp & salinty at C 

thermal mapping 

temp & salinty at C 

temp & salinty at C

Location of Boat B 
and 

Measurements 

current, temp, salinty AA 

C Start temp & salinty at XX 

end 

Start thermal mapping 

end 

C Start temp & salinty at XX 

end 

.C. Start temp & salinty at XX 

end

The hours refer to a lunar day figure 7, refer to figures 4,5 

navigation patterns for flood, slack and ebb tides.  

HWS =High Water Slack 

L~S=Low Water Slack

and 6 for the

-.V-13
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TABLE 4 (DAYS 6 & 7)

Hours 

Flood HWS 

1:35 

2:25 5:25

2:40 

3:00 

3:25 

3:35

5:40 

6:00 

6:25 

3:35

Ebb LWS

8:25 11:25

8:40 

9:00 

9:25 

9:35

11:40 

12:00 

12:25 

12:35

Location of Boats & Measurements 

" B.  

Current temp salint~y 
-at -AA

Near field temp.  

Transect Depth 

1-7 9,12,15 
*7-10 " 

7-1 18,21,24 

4-5 27,30,33 
*5-8 

end

C 

Near field current 
survey temp salinty

Near field temp 

Fig. 8 1-12 
at 0,3-,6 ft. depths 

far field Fig 9 

end

Refer 

.hours

to figure 8 for near field, 9 for 

refer to a lunar day figure 7.

far field

*Run from 7 straight to 10, Fig. 8 

*Run from 5 straight to-8, Fig. 8
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FIGURE 5-1

C will run.  
transect

range I 

- - Lo

marks

I. P.  
range marks

Scale

Note: Current survey during high & low water 
slack. "X" marks the location of each 
vertical profiling station. The number 

above each X indicates the approximate 
distance from east shore, times 100 feet.  

. V- 15
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FIGURE 5-2

Range 

Boat. C.will run 
this transect

..Note: Current survey during low & high water 
slack. The numbers above each .T. refers 
to the distance from the east shore for boat.!5 and A. for boat B the distance is measured 
from the west shore (distance =number x 
100 ft.) 
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IUDSON RIVER

Lovett 
Plant

Bear Mountain 
Bridge

Croton .  

'Scale 
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FIGURE 5-4 

Flood Patterns 
V :'

S Boat (C) 
* overhead'ca 

" .6- 2. .

P.  

Scale 
. IWO

tote: Running at 6-7 knots each boa 
(A&B) can finish the swing in 

- 35 minutes. Boat A starts at 
. "and finish at 6, boat B start 

. • 7 and finishes at 13.

Transect 

.2 
.  

4.  
-5 

6 

10 

.* * 12 
13 

*t Total

Boat 
A 

4000 
3000 
4000 
3500 

4000 
3500

5000 Fr 

Distance Ft.  
B

.3000 
4000 
3500 
.2500 
2000 
2500 
2500 

22gooo 21ooo

I 
*s at

N 

I
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" .FIGURE 5-5

-..Slack Pattern 
Boat Distance Ft.

* Transects A B 
* 1 4000 

2 3000 
3 4000 
4. 4000 

* .5 3000 
6 4000 
7 " .4000 

* . 8. 5000 
9 300 

10 550 

Total 2T-00 22po

-Boat (C) 
overhead 
cable---,

Scale 
0 00

'Lovett

Note: Running at 6-7 knots each boat (A&B) can finish the survey 
in 35 minutes.. During high water slack boat A starts at 6 
and finishes at 1 and boat B starts at 11 and finishes at 1.  
During low water slack boat A starts at 1 and finishes at 6 
and boat B starts at 7 and finishes at 1..  
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Range marks 

I . .

Transect 

I 
*2, 
3 

5 
6 
.7 
.8 9 

-10 
.11, 

* 12 
.13 

Total per
boat

Boat Distance 
A B 
Ft. Ft.  
3000 
3000 
3000 
3*000 
3500.  
.3500 
3000 

2500 
--3000 
3000 
4000 
4000 
6000 

2pO0 22500

Note: Running at 6-7 knots 
in less then-35 min.  
at transect,7 boat B 
13.

**- .13

Scal e 
" 1000

each boat (A&B) can finish the survey 
Boat A starts at transect I and ends 

starts at transect 8 and ends at transect
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FIGURE 5-7

p " "

The Qeal1zed tidal cycle 1n <unar 
in day 2.

hours 1% based on tOe near east4.4Ade data obtained
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FIGURE 5-8

Near Field Survey Patterns
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. 1.-IGURE 5-9 

. o .  

* Range marks 

- .--• ... .7

I .p-
P.. -. -

rks 

.- 1.

Boat 
.-Transect B 

Ft.  
~1 3000 
2. .3000 
.3 3000 
4 3000 
5 •2500 
6 3000, 

Total -1500

'Note: Running at 6-8 knots boat B can finish 
this survey in less then 25 min. start 
at I and finish at 6.

Scale 
0 1000
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'.".T t iAUU k L"I 1.1 

DATA SHEET
DATEr 

LOCATION

-inte nsive Dissolved Oxygen Survey, 
Intake Unit Two (1) 
North South .,"Discharge Can
Bay . Bay
D.O.  

. . (ppm)

D.O.  
(ppm)

Temp.  
(0c)

(2) 
Lal

West Mid East Temp.
D.o.  

(ppm)
D.O. D.O.  
(ppm) (ppm)

IDATE I1.... I

I -- -

_June

.24.  
25 
26 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

..31(3 

1 

2 
3 

4 (3 

-5 (3) 

6 
6 (3 

-7 

9 
10 

103 

11.  
... 12 

13 

14 
15 
16 
17 

17(31 
18 
18(3: 
19 
20 
20 (3, 
21 

22 

224.0

8.87 
8.88 
8.72 
9.12 

8.49• 
8.38 

8.18 
8.07 
8.00 

8.09_ 

7.95 

7.88 
7.41 
7.81 

70-77 

7.65-..  

8.22 
7.70
7.76 
8.07 
7.92 
'8.18 

7. 92 

7,01.  

7.11 
7 .02 

6.55 
6.69 
6.89 
7.22 
6.99 
714 
6.66 
7.44 
G.53 

7.19

8.82 
8.91 

8.67 
8.84 
8.60 
8.44 
8.21 
8.03 
8.07 

8.07
7.88 

7,98 
7.92 
7.75 _ 
7.79 
7.43 
7.70 
7.77 
8.-13 

7_61 
7.78 
8.17
T.54 -
8.23 

7.49 
7.71 
6.95 
7.25 
6.87 
6.65 
6.71 
6.91 

7.51 

6.96 
7.08 
7.18 
' 40 

.71 

.39

16.6 
16.5 
16.2 
16.3 
16.9 

16.7 
16.7 

17.0 
16.9 

17.4 
16.9 
*1.7.0 
*17.0 

17.4 
17.4 
-.17.9 
17.9 
18.5 
18.8 
18.2 
19.2 
20.7 
20.5 
-21.3 

20.5 
21.0 
204 
20.5 
20.7 
20.6 
21.0 
21.1 
20.9 
21.1 

21.1 

22.4 
21. 0 

21.5 
21.3

8.75 
8.87 
8.55.  
9.15 
8.46 
8.48 
8.24 
8.04 
8.49 

8.28 
7.93 

7...89
8.14 
7.98 
7.92 
7.96 

8.16 
-8--23 

8.41 
7.76 
7.92 
8.34 

_8.46 

8.19 
7.84 
7.37 

7.48 

7.40 
7.09 
7.08 

7.28 
7.89 
7.09 
7.40 
7.85 
7.59 
7.44 
7.66

8.70 
8.64 
8.48 
8.70 
8.38 
8.26 
8.01 
7.78 
8.18 

8.19 
7.90 
7.59 
7.90 
7.84 
7.72 
71.59 
7.84 
7.90

7.95 
7.55 
7.61 
7.99 _ 

8.19 

7.77 
7.45 
7.07 
7.30 
7.12 
6.83 • 

6.98 
7.06 
7.70 
7.01 
7.22 
7.25 
7.32 
6.85 
7.28

PREPARED 9Y...

SUBJECT

(0c)

8.75 
8.80 
8.40 
8.64 
8.38 
8.26 
7.88 
7.81 
8.07 

8.16 
7.7,3 

7.56 
7.88 
7.83 
7.90 
7.69 
7.81 
7.99 
7.98 

7.45 
7.69 

.82 

8.13 

7.72 
7.47 
7.04 
7.19 
7.12 

6.82.  
6.94 

6.97 
7.62 
6.73 
7.15 

7.14 
7.21 
6.88 
7.27

'oil

(5/70 CONST.

23.6 
22.4 
22.5 
22.6 
21.8 
23.2 
22.2 
24.1 
23.8 

22.5 
19.0 

22.7 
24.1 
25.0 
24.4 
23.7 
23.4 
238 

22.7 
22.9 
24.5 

26.0 

26.4 
26.4 
29.0 
27.9 
23.9 

23.7 
25.9 
26.8 

25.8 
26.3 
25.7 
26.1 

28.7 
23.9 

26.9 
25.2

i 
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Attachment I*I - Page 2 

NOTES: (1) inlet D.O. concentration measured at 
northernmost and southernmost bays for 5 depths 
at each location; bottom, 3/4 depth, depth, death 
and surface.  

(2) Discharge canal D.O. concentration measured at 
three (3) locations, near west wall, mid-channel 
and near east wall; for five (5) depths at each 
location; bottom, 3/4 depth, depth, depth, and 
surface.  

(3) Two sets of measurements were performed on 
these dates.



Attachment III

Hudson River Study Reports 

1) Effects of Entrainment by the Indian Point 
Power Plant on Biota of the Hudson River 
Estuary - Progress Report for 1971-1972 
& Appendix Tables -- New York University 

2) Hudson River Ecological Study in the Area 
of Indian Point - Second Semi-Annual Report, 
January 1 - June 30, 1973 -- Texas 
Instruments, Inc.  

3) 1973 Hudson River Program, Fisheries Data 
Summary, May-July (Volume 1) -- Texas 
Instruments, Inc.  

4) 1973 Hudson River Program, Fisheries Data 
Summary, July-November (volume 2) -- Texas 
Instruments, Inc.  

5) Fisheries Survey of the Hudson River, 
March-July 1973 (Volume 3) -- Texas Instruments, 
Inc.  

6) Hudson River Ecological Study in the Area 
of Indian Point - First Annual Report 
(April 1973) -- Texas Instruments, Inc.


